Diagenesis on Mars: insights into noble gas pathways and newly formed mineral assemblages from long term experiments
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Introduction: Alteration mineral assemblages on Mars, including carbonates and clays, have been detected in meteorites [1-5], from orbit [6-10] and with rover-based instrumentation [11,12]. Thermochemical modeling has shown that those alteration minerals can form in a wide variety of temperatures and chemical environments [13-17]; for example diagenesis has been identified within the fluvo-lacustrine sediments at Gale Crater studied by MSL Curiosity [12-21].

Noble gases, on the other hand, show two different endmembers of atmospheric components: an unfractionated component measured by the lander-based instrumentation [22,23]; isotopes only from MSL and in the little to unaltered shergottite Martian meteorites; and an elementally fractionated component in the altered groups of Martian meteorites, the nakhlites and the orthopyroxenite ALH84001. The source of the fractionated atmosphere in those meteorites has been debated since its discovery (for a literature review see [24-25]). The experiments carried out here are designed to investigate the degree of elemental fractionation experienced by the heavy noble gases in a Mars analog setting.

Experimental set up: We use the Aqueous Simulation Facility at NASA Ames (see [26,27] for details of the facility and our experiments), running long-duration alteration experiments for 1, 3 and 9 months at 35 °C with a simulated Mars atmosphere (98 % CO2 and 2 % Ar, 30 ppm Kr and 8 ppm Xe) and a variety of mineral compositions as Mars analogs including the nakhlite meteorites (Tab. 1). Here we report on the first two experiments, while the 9 month long experiment is due to finish in May 2017. Earlier results were reported by Bullock et al. [26] and Schwenzer et al. [27].

Mineralogy: We previously reported [27] that chemical changes occur even after a 1 month experiment duration. Etch pits, leaching and the formation of carbonate and a mixture of amorphous and crystalline clay with ~0.7 nm d-spacing have been found. We have since investigated the clays with X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS).

Table 1. Chemical composition of phases used. Ol=Fe-bearing forsterite, Pyx=augite, Plag=andesine, BS = blasting sand, referred to as glass. Our runs contained a variation of combinations from pure minerals 1:1 mixtures and mixtures of three or all four phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ol</th>
<th>Pyx</th>
<th>Plag</th>
<th>BS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO2</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>31.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al2O3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeO</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>55.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na2O</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Fe-K XAS pre-absorption edge feature, showing a positive shift in the centroid energy measured in two alteration veins compared to that of the surrounding olivine.

XAS summary. The altered olivine sample (M-18, first run; [27]) has been measured for Fe-K XAS, using the I-18 X-ray Microfocus Beamline at the Diamond Light Source synchrotron. Analysing the Fe-K 1s→3d pre-edge peaks, a centroid position is taken as the intensity-weighted average of the spline-baseline-subtracted pre-edge peaks and can be used to estimate the ferric content of the sample [28-30]. The measured M-18 olivine has a 1s→3d pre-edge centroid at ~7112.2 eV, and the alteration veins were found to have a higher energy in the centroid of up to ~7113.1 eV (Fig. 1). This positive shift in the energy suggests an increase in the ferric content in the alteration material, over that of the surrounding ferrous olivine, with a fer-
ric-ferrous ratio of Fe$^{3+}$/ΣFe ≤0.5 for the clay alteration. This is equivalent to a chemical composition of MgO 44.8, Al$_2$O$_3$ 0.9, SiO$_2$ 51.8, FeO 1.1, Fe$_3$O$_4$ 1.3 wt.-%. These Fe-K XAS results are similar to the increased ferric content of the alteration material observed in the nakhites, where the Fe-silicate alteration was found to be highly ferric [5].

**Noble gas results:** Measurable amounts of adsorbed/incorporated heavy noble gases were found in our one month long experiment [27]; here we present results from the next, three months long experiment.

![Figure 2. Noble gas results from olivines and a feldspar; three months-long run. Terrestrial air plots outside the diagram ($^{84}$Kr/$^{32}$Xe = 27.8), and the experimental gas mixture’s $^{84}$Kr/$^{32}$Xe is 7.95 as indicated by the thin dashed black line, but the $^{84}$Kr/$^{32}$Xe in the fluid is likely half of this ratio. The measurement error envelope is given on the olivine M3 measurement and similar for all measurements.](image)

**Noble gases in altered olivines.** Noble gases were measured in three olivines and one feldspar from two different alteration settings of the three month long run. Olivines M3 and M20 are from vessels with pure olivine, while vessel M9 contained a mixture of (wt.-%, for chemistry see Tab. 1) 25 % Plag, 25 % Pyx, 10 % Ol and 40 % blasting sand. This mixture is closest in its Fe$^{3+}$ content to Martian rock compositions. The composition of the incoming Mars gas (30 ppm Kr and 8 ppm Xe) has a corresponding $^{84}$Kr/$^{132}$Xe ratio of 7.95.

Release patterns are similar for all olivines, with $^{84}$Kr/$^{132}$Xe being higher in the 400 °C step than in the two following steps, and then high again in the last step. The 1800 °C step is similar within error in all three olivines and attributed to the gas trapped upon formation. The 400 °C step is attributed to adsorbed air from sample handling outside the controlled atmospheres, while the 600 °C and 1000 °C steps are attributed to gas trapped during the experimental run.

Olivines M3 and M20 are from vessels with olivine only, but show different degrees of alteration and display different degrees of fractionation. Olivines M9 and M20 release 4.28x10$^{-12}$ and 4.36x10$^{-12}$ ccSTP/g of $^{132}$Xe, respectively, with a $^{84}$Kr/$^{132}$Xe ratio of 4.7±0.2 and 5.4±0.1 in the 600 and 1000 °C steps combined. In contrast, M3 released 1.21x10$^{-11}$ ccSTP/g of $^{132}$Xe with a $^{84}$Kr/$^{132}$Xe ratio of 2.2±0.1 in the two intermediate T-steps. Feldspar M9 displays a very different pattern, with higher $^{84}$Kr/$^{132}$Xe ratios in the first T-step and 7.09x10$^{-12}$ ccSTP/g of $^{132}$Xe with a $^{84}$Kr/$^{132}$Xe ratio of 9.7±0.4 in the two intermediate T-steps, indicating different incorporation characteristics for Kr and Xe at the alteration surfaces of those minerals.

The observations could be explained by adsorption/incorporation site differences in the minerals as modeled by atomistic simulations [31]. Other explanations include small differences in water to rock ratio, precipitating phases and thermochemical conditions within the vessel, or a fractionation gradient along the daisy chain of the experimental set up. Investigations of the mineralogy and the fluids of the 3 months long run, as well as more noble gas measurements are in progress.
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